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COURSE DESCRIPTION  

Name of the Course:  Computer science 

Specialization Code:  U02.07.ICV.IZ.L16 Course Code:  1.DF.OB05 

Year of study: 1st Semester: 1st 
Examination form: 
(E-Exam; Co- Colloquy;  

P-Project; P/F-Passed/Failed) 

Co ECTS  

credits 

granted (CR): 

E (Co) 3 

 P (P/F)  

Course Category: 
(DF- Fundamental; DD- General engineering; DS-Specialty engineering; DC-Complementary; PR-Practical stage) 

DF 

Course Type: 
(OB-Compulsory; OP-Elective; FC-Facultative) 

OB 

Number of hours per semester: Total of hours per week (TH) x Number of weeks per semester 

TOTAL : 70 Individual study (IS): 28 Contact hours (C + S;L;P):  42 

Academic staff member in charge:  
(Full name, Academic position and Department) 

Mierluş Mazilu Ion, associated-professor, Department of 

Mathematics and Computer Science 
 

Faculty Engineering in foreign languages  
Number of contact hours per semester 

Total  Course  Seminar  Laboratory  Project 
Field  Civil Engineering  

Specialization  Civil Engineering  42 14 0 28 0 
 

Professional competences targeted by the course 

C.5.2. The adaptation of calculation methods used in civil, industrial and agricultural buildings to their behavioural 

characteristics. 

D.3.1. The graphic representation and modeling of different types of civil, industrial and agricultural buildings for 

the purpose of drawing up a specific technical documentation.  

D.3.2. The use of calculation methods specific to types of structures and methods for sizing the components of 

civil, indisutrial and agricultural for the purpose of drawing up a specific technical documentation. 

Transversal competences targeted by the course 

CT1: The application of efficient and responsible work strategies, punctuality, seriousness and personal 

responsibility on the basis of principles, norms and values of professional ethics.  

CT3: Documentation in Romanian and in a foreign language for professional and personal development through 

continuous training and efficient adaptation to the new technical specifications. 
 

Course objectives - Description of the main competences: Learning IT skills required of a future engineer. 

 

Content description: Discipline is an important feature, especially as applied. The emphasis and focus of 

activity is placed in the laboratory, where students actually learn to use application programs. The course 

contains general elements and is especially necessary for the systematic access to height and heterogeneous 

information. Ability to use Microsoft Office. Creating a complex scientific document in Word (text, 

equations, graphics) and a PowerPoint presentation. Creating spreadsheets, the ability to perform 

mathematical calculations, numerical calculations and 2D and 3D graphical representations using 

spreadsheets, Excel. Performing numerical and symbolic calculations, 2D and 3D graphical representations, 

designing and performing complex calculations, using mathematical algorithms using dedicated software 

(eg MathCad, MATLAB, OCTAVE, MAXIMA, Scilab ...). Familiarization with the terminology of network 

technologies, use and development of computer and Internet networks, design and development of Ethernet 

and Wireless networks. Ways to create and organize web pages. 

1. COURSE 1. Computer Systems Architecture, operating systems: organization of information, 

the concept of file, folder, partition, tree, key commands, the Windows operating 

system, basic principles, the notion of a window, resources, command, context, 

multitasking, Clipboard. (2 hours) 

2. Microsoft Office environment. Word: file level operations, the notion of "style" 

(font, size, alignment, spacing), page (dimensions, positioning), menus and main 

commands. Power Point: making a presentation, links between devices, inserting 

tables, organization charts, graphics; link to other Microsoft Office documents. 

Excel: working principle (smart sheet), arithmetic and logic formulas, main menus 

and commands, the notion of filter, sorting, matrix operations, graphical 

representations use of the solver. (2 hours) 

3. Dedicated software: overview, palettes (arithmetic, logic, matrix, differential and 

integral calculus, programming), data types (simple variables, domain, matrix), 
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functions. Main menus and commands. Numerical calculus, applications in algebra 

and mathematical analysis. Symbolic calculations (partial, primitive derivatives, 

serial developments, limits) (2 hours) 

4. Algorithm and pseudocode: assignment, selection, cycles (with fixed number or 

step variable), elementary algorithms. Subprograms, files, graphics (2 hours) 

5. Applications, algorithms for solving: systems of linear equations, systems of 

nonlinear equations, mixed systems (with restrictions), optimization (2 hours) 

6. Basics and types of computer networks. Passive and active components of 

computer networks. Communication in computer networks. Network models and 

protocols. Protocol layers and service models, internet protocols, application layer 

protocols and client-server model, TCP and UCP semantics and syntax, IP 

semantics and syntax, Switching and bridging, wireless and mobile networks. (2 

hours) 

7. Internet overview, services, protocols (FTP, email, WWW). Web pages: HTML 

elements, principles, key tags, HTML, the main menus and commands. (2 hours) 

2. Seminar / Laboratory / 

Project / Practical stage 

1. Windows Explorer; creating directories; select, copy, move and delete files and 

directories. Microsoft Office - Word: Equation and Table Editor. (2 hours) 

2. Microsoft Office - Power Point: types of slides; moving to the next slide at click / 

after a certain period; animation; jumps. (2 hours) 

3. Microsoft Office - Excel: formatting cells, columns, lines; relative reference and 

absolute reference; statistical calculations. (2 hours) 

4. Microsoft Office - Excel: matrix operations, linear systems. (2 hours) 

5. Microsoft Office - Excel: nonlinear equations and nonlinear systems of equations 

in Excel. (2 hours) 

6. Microsoft Office - Excel: optimizations, sorting and filtering. (2 hours) 

7. Microsoft Office - Excel: graphical representations (curves and surfaces), use of 

forms. (2 hours) 

8. Microsoft Office - Excel: use of Solver to solve systems of (non) linear equations, 

matrix inversion, determinant calculation, link extremes. (2 hours) 

9. Dedicated software: numerical and symbolic calculation; fractions; complex 

numbers; vector calculation; matrix operations. (2 hours) 

10. Linear systems, polynomial equations, eigenvalues and eigenvectors; nonlinear 

equations and systems. (2 hours) 

11. Optimizations and graphics. (2 hours) 

12. Algorithms (2 hours) 

13. Programming: numerical calculation. (2 hours) 

14. Programming: unstructured files and structured files. (2 hours) 

3. Bibliography 1. Joan Lambert, Curtis Frye, Microsoft  Office 2016 Step by Step, PUBLISHED 

BY Microsoft Press, 2015; 

2. ***, User’s Guide, Mathcad 14.0, Parametric Technology Corporation, 2007; 

3. ***, Microsoft PowerPoint Tutorials, All courses copyright Home and Learn, 

http://www.homeandlearn.co.uk/powerpoint/powerpoint.html; 

4. Nicolae Danet, Utilizarea Calculatoarelor - O Introducere in Microsoft Office si 

Mathcad, Editura Matrix Rom, Bucuresti, 2002; 

5. Camelia Gavrilă, Viorel Petrehuş, Narcisa Teodorescu, Cristina Nartea, Iuliana 

Popescu, Mathcad. Aplicatii. Modelare si simulare. Editura Conspress, 2014. 

6. Camelia Gavrila, Iuliana Popescu, Narcisa Teodorescu, Cristina Nartea, 

Programarea si utilizarea calculatoarelor, Editura Conspress,  2017. 
 

Criteria to be considered for the final mark Weight of each criterion in the final mark (%) 

1. Exam defence (final examination)  

2. Appreciation during the entirely semester 

2.1 Seminar activity  

2.1 Laboratory activity 40% 

2.2 Project activity (the project has not a distinct final mark)  

3. Periodical examinations  

3.1 Written / oral examination 40% 

3.2 Home works, reports, essays etc. 10% 

4. Other criteria (active participation in classes and 

applications) 

10% 
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Short description of the final evaluation procedure: 

(i) Face-to-face examination: 

The grading is done during the semester based on the activity, homework and tests received in the course and 

laboratory. Students take 2 laboratory tests (one in the Office and one using dedicated software) on the computer. 

In laboratory tests, the student has the right to consult the course / seminar, as well as other specialized books, but 

the problems are at first sight (obviously similar to the examples from the course / seminar). 

(ii) Online examination using digital platforms: 

The grading is done during the semester based on the activity and topics received in the course and laboratory in 

the following ways: 

(a) online oral examination, via real-time electronic video and audio communications, in both directions; 

(b) online written examination, by real-time electronic video and audio communications, in both directions; 

Two laboratory tests will be given. If there are ambiguities in the written paper, the teacher may request 

clarification from the student examined. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Estimation of the total number of hours per semester requested for the individual study (IS) 

Type of individual activity 
No. of 

hours 

 
Type of individual activity 

No. of 

hours 

1. Study of the course notes 7  8. Preparation of the final examination  

2. Study of the compulsory bibliography   9. Advisory class participation   

3. Study of the supplementary bibliography   10. Practical documentation on site  

4. Preparation of specific activities    11. Additional documentation on library  

5. Preparation of home works 21  12. Internet network documentation  

6. Preparation of periodical written examinations   13. Others (to be specified)  

7. Preparation of periodical oral examinations   TOTAL number of hours 28 

 

 

Signature of the Course Professor in charge: 

 

Signature of the Assistant Professor in charge: 

 

Conf.dr.mat. Ion Mierluş Mazilu 
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Signature of the Head of Department: 

Conf.dr.mat. Ion Mierluş Mazilu 
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